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The housing industry tends to work in silos:

• The building products industrial designers work independently from the home 
designers, despite the fact that both are trying to design a great kitchen  

• The home designers work independently from the land planners, despite the fact 
that consumers look closely at the homes next door to assess their privacy  

• Both industrial and home designers work independently from the market 
researchers, who project revenues for the people financing the project. 

The time has come for design researchers and market researchers to collaborate on 
great designs to lower risk and increase profits. DesignLens™ members will no longer 
work in silos!

We created the Design Summit to bring three factions together for the first time ever:

The New Industry Collaboration

1
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Great designers who use their creativity to solve problems and create 
opportunities  They are the land planners, architects, and industrial designers 
whose beautiful, functional designs elicit an emotional response 

Great market researchers who identify consumer needs and support design 
ideas with data  They conduct quantitative (like surveys) and qualitative (like 
focus groups and observations) research  They recognize that consumers 
are not always the first to know what they want and have the experience to 
assess the potential success of new ideas  Great market researchers can 
think outside the box and identify support for trying a new design 

Great business leaders who fund new designs and have a passion for taking 
risks and earning the appropriate reward  These leaders often cultivate 
exciting cultures and attract the most talented people  Business leaders who 
are DesignLens™ members are never satisfied with the status quo.

Dan Clements
Whirlpool

“You can see the relationship 
between our work and all of 

your work...we are part of 
one ecosystem.”

INSIGHTS FROM BUILDING 
PRODUCTS LEADERS
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On March 20–21, 2018, we hosted 122 housing experts to discuss the future of home design  We 
sold out one month in advance and even had numerous inquiries from people who were upset they 
were not invited. We have clearly identified an industry need! We will find a bigger space next year 
and continue to limit attendance to great designers, market researchers, and business leaders  No 
vendors hawking their products and no awards for money-losing designs  Just the smartest people 
in the industry who are passionate about getting better 

Our amazing speakers—spanning multiple disciplines—all understand the importance of new ideas 
that generate profit. They included five trend forecasters, seven market researchers, six design 
consultants, six architects, three industrial designers, six community developers, and seven home 
builders  This report summarizes our conclusions from the two days of discussion  

Introduction

John Burns’ opening presentation titled “Designing 
our Future” addressed the rapidly changing world  He 
highlighted many of the well-capitalized companies 
(Amazon, Tesla, and Apple to name just a few) who have set 
their sights on becoming an integral part of new home design  
He also addressed the huge shifts in consumer behavior that 
have contributed to the growth of resale home’s market share 
from 85% to 90%, despite consumers’ willingness to pay a 
larger-than-usual premium for new designs and technologies  

Throughout the two-day conference, a storyboard artist 
captured the insight shared by speakers and panelists  The 
image to the right is the first of many storyboards throughout 
this report 

John Burns
John Burns  

Real Estate Consulting

“Great design gets funded 
when it is supported by 

great research.”

DESIGNING OUR FUTURE

Please join us next year!

DESIGNING OUR FUTURE
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The world is changing quickly. Until recently, consumers only knew what they could see around them 
or in magazines  Today, consumers—empowered by the information age and tools like Houzz or 
Pinterest—browse through endless options online, discover what they like, and then expect it to be 
delivered quickly and affordably by their builder or developer  

With change comes opportunity  Builders and 
developers can achieve greater competitive 
advantages by designing new homes and 
communities that fit the lifestyle of today’s 
consumer  New homes now command an 
unprecedented premium over resale homes  For 
the last 50 years, the median new home averaged 
a 17% higher price than the median resale home  
Today, a new home costs 35% more 

While rising new home costs and a comparatively 
older resale stock account for some of the 
increase, one trend that is clear across all 
industries is that today’s consumer will pay a 
premium for the latest and greatest features and 
technologies, especially if those features and 
technologies improve their quality of living  New 
homes are designed to be much better places to 
live than resale homes 

A Changing World

Home-trends forecaster Renee Labbe identified 
four trends that successful designers are 
incorporating into new homes  They are:

Four Trends for 2020

Renee Labbe
Broadside Studios

“As a forecaster, whenever you begin 
talking about what’s next for design, we 

always want to know why it’s next....
What’s happening in cultural and 

economic shifts that inform consumer 
behavior or change the way we want 

things or what we want?”

HOME DESIGN 2020+

1

2

3

4

Reduction: simplicity as a respite from 
an increasingly chaotic world

Entanglement: connections to nature 
to create privacy and to counter rising 
urban densities

Indie-pendent: alternative home 
spaces like grow spaces or attached/
detached out-rooms

Priva-see: natural light from carefully 
placed windows (to maintain privacy)

Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting US Housing 
Analysis and Forecast, February 2018
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Real behavior: Newly available online sources that track consumer behavior (like 
remodeling purchases made online, photos saved on Houzz, homes favorited on Zillow, 
search phrases used on Google, and purchases made on Amazon) provide better insight 
than surveys or gut instinct  JBREC 
continues to work on accessing this 
data for analysis, as these groups 
currently only use the information to 
drive ad revenue  

Buyer surveys: Buyer surveys 
generate better data than shopper 
surveys  Shoppers can lie or be 
unsure about their preferences, but 
buyers have already acted on theirs  
While our industry can survey buyers, 
we rarely do  Accounting shortfalls 
(no room in the budget) and a fear of 
warranty issues (a sad comment on 
construction quality) drive this huge 
missed opportunity  The industry 
needs more surveys of buyers after 
they have purchased 

DesignLens™ combines carefully 
curated photos with analysis to 
help busy people find innovative, 
profitable design solutions. We 
have redesigned DesignLens 
as a hub for collaboration, 
where consultants from all 
over the country can share and 
analyze trends together. A new 
website—with far better search 
capabilities—launches in early 
2019. No other place provides 
searchable density solutions.

Profitable Design

Great designers know that great design 
needs to make money. Unprofitable 
designers don’t get hired  Industry award 
shows celebrate designs for their beauty 
and ingenuity, often leaving profit out of 
the equation  However, the designers that 
get rehired are those who can build the 
most profitable homes that live the best. 
One recent “National Home of the Year” 
was outsold by a smaller home in the 
same community that eventually achieved 
a higher price! Design, when beautiful, 
functional, and profitable to build, gives 
you an edge  

New designs involve risk. Steve Jobs 
achieved notoriety by designing the 
wildly profitable iPod, iPhone, and iPad. 
However, he was terminated after creating 
the well-designed Apple Macintosh in 
the 1980s  His great designs at Next 
Computer and the Powermac G4 Cube he 
designed after returning to Apple did not 
fare well either  Not all great designs will 
be successful 

Many in the industry prefer to safely copy 
the successes of others. They find the 
leading edge preferable to the bleeding 
edge  We cannot argue with that line of 
thinking, as every company’s tolerance 
for risk and passion for innovation differs  
However, we can help make the bleeding 
edge safer by conducting research to test 
new designs and providing successful 
design solutions from across the country 
through our DesignLens™ monthly 
newsletter and library  

As Jim Collins concluded in his 
thoroughly researched book on great 
companies Great by Choice, great 
companies have historically tested their 
ideas before going all in  Jim calls this 
concept firing bullets (to find the target) 
before firing cannonballs.

Designers have more tools to inform and inspire them than ever before. The old way—reading 
magazines, watching TV shows, walking models, and talking to salespeople—has been superseded 
by the new way: quantifiable analysis of consumer preferences and actual behavior. Designers 
should prioritize information in this order:

1

2 Tim Gehman
Toll Brothers

“Shoppers might lie...but buyers you 
don’t really have to ask. They have 
already told you who they are, and 

they’ve backed it up with cash. So it is 
really the best analytics you can get.”

HOW LEADING BUILDERS 
DESIGN FOR PROFIT

Agave
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Shopper surveys: Shopper surveys 
deliver an important missing piece: 
data on those who chose not to 
buy a new home  A survey with a 
high sample size is a cost-effective 
tool to gain confidence and identify 
opportunities  Our 2018 Consumer and 
Product Insights survey represents 
the opinions of 23,000+ new home 
shoppers on up to 140 questions  JBREC 
invested more than 1,500 hours at our 
own expense to conduct the survey, 
tabulate the responses, and provide 
our builder and developer partners with 
their results  Now we have the results 
available for decision-making on land 
acquisition, lot configuration, home 
design, standards specification, and 
sales and marketing decisions  Builders 
and developers can still participate 
by launching the survey  (Contact                                       
consumer@realestateconsulting com 
for details )

Your experiences: Experience can 
provide great insight, but a decision 
based solely on experience is more 
likely to end in error than a decision 
supported by additional information  
Many builders only rely on experience 
for decision-making  We strongly 
recommend additional research (even 
if you do it internally) to support 
the great ideas that stem from your 
experience The experience of other 
DesignLens™ members can also give 
you more confidence. We enable you 
to meet these people directly at the 
Design Summit, and we are redesigning             
designlens com to make collaboration 
much easier  Until the website is done in 
early 2019, please contact Jenni Lantz at              
designlens@realestateconsulting com 
if you are not able to find what you need 
on our current website  

3

4

Teri Slavik-Tsuyuki
tst ink

“As an industry, we all know a lot 
about demographics. I don’t know 

that we know a lot about behavioral 
data or psychographic data. I think a 
deeper insight about our customers 

can be had by looking at the 
combination of these three factors.”

MASTERPLAN LESSONS 
FROM THE EXPERTS

mailto:consumer%40realestateconsulting.com?subject=
http://www.designlens.com
mailto:designlens%40realestateconsulting.com%20?subject=
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The Housing Design Summit 
ended with a discussion of 
the biggest takeaways from 
the two days. We encouraged 
participants to write their 
thoughts on a post-it note 
to share with everyone. 
Enjoy reading their biggest 
takeaways. (Click to enlarge.)

https://www.realestateconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/JBREC-Summit-Takeaways-detail-1.jpg
https://www.realestateconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/JBREC-Summit-Takeaways-detail-2.jpg
https://www.realestateconsulting.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/JBREC-Summit-Takeaways-detail-3.jpg
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Architect Mike Woodley advised us to start the design process by understanding how 
people live and realizing that how people live is not static  The traditional, single-income, 
nuclear family of the 1950s no longer represents the norm  How do consumers differ today? 
Do we need to completely rethink how homes are designed?

• Household composition: Shifting demographics have made consumers more likely to 
be living alone (if you don’t count their pets)  Those who are living together are less 
likely to be married and more likely to be dual income and college educated. Later in life, 
consumers are all about staying close to family (or even with family) and living out their 
lives in a home that adapts to their changing needs, as opposed to the prior generation 
who often moved away from family in retirement 

• Consumer expectations: Today’s consumers expect a high-quality, authentic home 
that they can easily customize without significant additional cost. They try to prioritize 
health and meaningful connections, yet they have increasingly busy schedules and are 
more likely to feel isolated  

• Design preferences: Consumers want a beautiful, functional home with the latest 
technology to make them more efficient and relaxed. Their home is a place to balance 
out their life; it should be more simplistic, healthy, private, and connected to nature than 
most resale homes 

• Community preferences: Today’s consumers want experience-oriented amenities that 
help them connect with their neighbors  They are more likely to want to live somewhere 
with plenty to do and will increasingly rent or choose density to be in the location they 
want  However, preferences are unique to individuals  Segment separately for strategy 
(traditional market segmentation) and for sales (designing for someone’s aspirations 
and budget) to maximize your potential 

As the world changes around us, we must change with it  Our marketing must focus more 
on selling a lifestyle than selling a building  We must streamline the home buying process 
and offer everything on user-friendly online platforms (that work on mobile too)  Disruptors 
from outside the industry—like Amazon or factory-built home builders—will likely 
revolutionize our industry  To succeed, we must stop working in silos and start working 
together with all of the companies involved in creating great places to live 

Executive Summary

“We go back to really 
understanding how people live...

that is our driver for design 
and that isn’t static. We are 
consistently changing that.”

CREATIVE VISIONING

Mike Woodley
Woodley Architectural Group
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Design for Changes in Home 
Buyer Household Composition

Dual-income, college-educated (DICE) couples have reached an all-time 
high. Today, 24% of 1980s-born married/partnered households fit the 
DICE criteria. This more-affluent subset of first-time buyers wants 
something more than the traditional entry-level home  Toll has focused 
on this trend with their T|Select offerings  Pardee Homes has targeted 
this group with their Responsive Home  While strategies differ, all of the 
entry-level builders receiving a huge premium over resale homes have 
successfully tapped into DICE demand 

The rise in DICE households partially explains why millennials are buying 
bigger and more-expensive homes than anticipated  Other reasons 
include: 
• Parental help: Their parents help them with the down payment. Living at 

home also allows them to save  This is not new—their grandparents saved 
this way too 

• Delayed homeownership: Since many DICE households delay marriage and families, they are 
further along in their careers, and thus more affluent, when it comes time to buy a home 

Affluent young couples make up a large percentage of new home buyers  Here is one example of 
great design for DICE buyers:

More likely to be DICE

Strada at Inspirada
Pardee Homes | Henderson, NV

Strada is a series of detached homes 
inspired by the 2016 IBS Responsive 
Home by TRI Pointe Homes  Designed 
specifically for “move-up millennials,” 
these homes offer modern elevations, 
indoor/outdoor connectivity, and lots 
of opportunities for personalization  
Pardee did a series of surveys and focus 
groups to really get at what millennials 
want and designed to that 

Source: DesignLens™

https://www.tollbrothers.com/tselect
https://www.tripointegroup.com/responsive-home/
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More treating pets like family

Be sure to model some 
great pet areas and 
consider the need for yard 
space  Families are the 
most likely to have a pet 
(71% of mature families 
report owning one), but the 
royal pet treatment peaks 
with homeowners without 
children  Consumers are 
actively thinking about 
their pet when touring 
your homes online or in 
person  Where will the 
pet sleep? Will the yard 
be safe from predators? 
Where will the pet food be 
stored? Highlighting pet 
opportunities—in areas 
like the large laundry room, 
nook, or yard—is a smart 
design choice given the 
consumer trends 

Single living has been growing for decades  Builders are responding with more townhomes and 
single-level homes in flats. A significant portion of the Design Summit discussion revolved around 
attracting single buyers  They are: 

• Single women: DAHLIN found that single-woman homeowners comprise the second-largest 
shopper group, after families  They meet this demand by right-sizing homes for this buyer 

• Divorcees: The divorce rate is climbing  Each divorce splits a coupled household into two single 
households in need of a smaller home  The decades-long rise in dual-income households has 
empowered the financial independence of both spouses, meaning that today, it is more likely that 
both could afford to buy their own home 

• Widow(er)s: Widow and widower counts continue to rise as our society ages 

• Single parents: Single parenting has become increasingly prevalent  40% of births are now to an 
unmarried mother (the father is absent by birth 32% of the time)  

The rise in single living has increased demand for smaller homes near employment and 
entertainment centers 

More likely to be single

Creekside at Trilogy Lake Norman
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Steve Burch
John Burns Real Estate Consulting

“I love amenities. I did not personally 
buy in an amenitized community,  

but I’ve got all the stuff.”

NEW HOME SHOPPER AND 
DESIGN TRENDS

Sage at The Cannery

Our industry needs to segment retirees 
better  Developers and builders who identify 
underserved segments should experience 
fantastic success  Minto, with its new Jimmy 
Buffett-branded Margaritaville community, 
appears to have capitalized on a large new 
segment of retirees  Campouts and a 100,000+ 
person interest list prove it 

More wanting new housing options for their 
traditional retirement years

Escencia Masterplan

Downtown BrambletonCamden

Home office space is more important than ever. 
More than one-half of all employed new home 
shoppers work from home at least one day per 
week. 16% work from home full-time. Office 
preferences vary wildly by person (and not by life 
stage), so we advise modeling multiple types of 
office configurations for all communities. Don’t 
count out the retirees—they still want some kind 
of home office.

More working at home

Retirees come in all shapes and sizes  Their living options should too  Today’s retirees do not want 
to be pigeonholed. While our survey found that preferences for age-qualified communities increase 
with age, many younger retirees prefer the vibrancy of a multigenerational community  One size does 
not fit all for this group. In fact, we should really stop calling them retirees at all. We estimate that 
25% of 1950s-born Innovators will work full-time in their late 60s, and far more will work part-time 

Beware rules of thumb: Builders and developers widely believe that retirees hate HOA fees  Our 
survey showed that tolerance for high HOA fees goes up as price points rise, with 25% of 1950s-born 
Innovator shoppers (aged 58–67) planning to purchase a $650K+ home expressing their willingness 
to accept a $400+/month HOA 

Universal design (with features that make life easier, such as wider doors and grab bars) will 
increase in popularity as our society ages  Create homes that address these life cycle challenges 
and allow for extended independent living  New products should be well designed and beautiful  

Retirees have stronger attachment to brands than younger buyers  They also take longer to 
purchase and may want more options at the design center than younger buyers  Offer better brands 
and more choices at your retirement communities 

Multigenerational living is on the rise  Resale homes were not 
designed for multiple generations of adults, so new homes with guest 
suites, dual masters, casitas, and suites with separate entries have 
captured this surge in demand  Creative designers have come up with 
many successful options, and we expect more over the coming years  

Many consumers want:
• Suites in the house: Our Consumer and Product Insights survey 

found that 29% of new home shoppers will likely include a guest 
suite (including a bedroom, small living area, and kitchenette) in 
their next home  Suites are especially popular with buyers of East 
Indian descent  The 1970s-born Balancers most often consider 
space for their elderly parent when they purchase a new home 
(36% of Balancer new home shoppers are considering living with 
their parent)  Multigenerational living will rise for non-family 
groups too as home sharing with non-family members (such as 
AirBNB) grows in popularity 

• Homes nearby: Families who prefer to live separately (but near 
each other) create great segmentation opportunities  Consider 
putting age-qualified, age-targeted, single-family rental, and 
surban™ living (for young singles and couples or empty nester 
parents and retirees) all within the same community 

More living multigenerationally MULTIGEN 
SUITE

INFORMAL 
OFFICE

FORMAL 
OFFICE

OFFICE 
ALTERNATIVE

Big shifts in household composition—
college educated, single, 
multigenerational, retired, and working at 
home—all create great new home design 
opportunities. 

https://www.latitudemargaritaville.com/
https://www.bigshiftsahead.com/the-generations/
https://www.realestateconsulting.com/home-sharing-44-million-empty-bedrooms-await/
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Design for Changing 
Consumer Expectations

Susan Yashinsky from Sphere Trending 
summarized global consumer trends 
and advised builders to make up revenue 
losses from low consumer mobility rates by 
becoming service providers  Since buyers are 
now purchasing a “forever home,” builders 
must stay involved as buyers transition their 
homes from the starter home to the move-
up home to the empty nester home  We can 
achieve greater success by understanding that 
consumers expect a quality home delivered 
with first-class service that extends long 
beyond the date they move in  

Susan Yashinsky
Sphere Trending

“If you are a builder in this room, 
you are in the service economy.”

GLOBAL CONSUMER TRENDS

Customization must be simpler and less expensive

Consumers are busier, more frugal, and more impatient than ever  They also expect more for less  
Businesses have responded to this by:

• using a few upgrade packages (rather than free rein at the design center) to simplify choices,
• using technology to reduce installation and inspection costs, and 
• having inventory ready to deliver 

While some builders disagree with an “everything’s included” model, the model clearly embodies 
these three trends  It:

• provides shoppers with more for less, 

• allows for some cost-effective customization, and

• helps to deliver homes quickly 

While some consumers want to customize more, builders increasingly seem to be focusing on those 
who prefer simpler, more affordable customization 
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Architects and 
builders have adapted 
too  KTGY created 
the idea space, 
which can be built 
as one of four options 
(man retreat, outdoor 
room, hobby room, or 
casita) for one space, 
all involving minimal 
or minor changes to 
the structure  Shea 3D 
brings flexibility to core 
living areas, with options 
to make the exact same 
home entertainment-
centric, kitchen-centric, 
or outdoor-centric (see 
graphic)  

ENTERTAINMENT-CENTRIC

Socializing at home is a central focus of today’s lifestyle  
Entertainment-centric designs orient toward the great room with 
your outdoor retreat, kitchen, and dining room brilliantly playing 
their supporting roles to enhance any gatherings or occasions  

KITCHEN-CENTRIC

To underscore your desire for a spectacular kitchen, the kitchen-
centric configuration creates abundant storage, a versatile island 
that’s oriented for casual dining or buffet serving  It also enables 
you to comfortably interact with your guests 

OUTDOOR-CENTRIC

Outdoor living has become an essential part of home design  
The outdoor-centric design maximizes the airy, openness of your 
home while offering a handsome, furnishable gathering place  
The outdoor retreat becomes an extension of the indoors  

Businesses can cater to changing consumer needs by: 

• Offering smart options: Low-cost customization options resonate well today. Consumers want to 
tailor their home to their needs  

• Offering personalized packages: Most people 
have become accustomed to personalization 
but also appreciate the simplicity (and cost 
savings) of choice limitation  Some builders now 
offer reasonably priced packages with upgrades 
that exceed buyer expectations  Kohler lets 
clients design their bathrooms online  Garman 
Homes curates home packages  In their Panacea 
collection, Thrive Homes allowed buyers to forgo 
the design center and opt into their selections 
instead (not one person chose the in-person 
design center over the online options) 

• Reducing costs by eliminating processes and 
people: To compete, reduce costs  Factory home 
building startup Katerra intends to cut costs 
by eliminating the subcontractor profits. Use 
technology to remove inefficiencies in your business.

Nick Lehnert
KTGY Architecture  

+ Planning

“Everybody lives [in] 
homes differently and 

the more spaces that you 
can create that [buyers] 

can live differently within 
the house, the better off 

you are going to be. You’ll 
serve more buyers”

THE FUTURE OF RESIDENTIAL 
ARCHITECTURE

Bert Selva
Shea Homes

“3D is really for 3 different 
designs built in one...
We’ve given the home 

buyer or future buyer the 
opportunity to design their 

core living area.”

HOW LEADING BUILDERS 
DESIGN FOR PROFIT

Allison King
Garman Homes

“[Fresh Paint] started from 
the concept of people asking 

us, ‘Can you please just 
design our home for us?’”

THE FUTURE OF HOME BUILDING

Cynthia Bachmann, a speaker at the Design Summit and the worldwide head of design at Kohler, 
shared the following IBM quote: 

Quality and user experience must be spectacular

“The last best experience anyone has anywhere 
becomes the new minimum expectation for the next 

experience they want everywhere.”

Consumers require quality. Quality is the minimum ticket to get in the game  With online reviews 
and social media, quality and user experience are easily known  Without quality and great service, 
you are done  Consumers expect high quality even at the lowest price points  Watch out for on-
site 3D-printed and factory-built home builders  They strive to build high-quality homes faster and 
cheaper  With heightened labor costs, improving robotics technology, and declining delivery costs, 
they may soon complete with traditional construction, offering a much higher-quality home at a 
lower cost 

Challenge yourself to build zero-defect homes  Accept nothing less, and you will eventually get there 
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Consumers today want authenticity  A thirst for real-life experiences with friends and neighbors has 
grown and will continue to grow in importance as people seek out authentic connections  

Interactions with your salespeople are not authentic connections. Increasingly, consumers do 
not want to meet with you or your team (or want to meet as little as possible)  As consumer trust 
plummets, backlash against what might be called “unauthentic connections” rises  Only 28% of 
millennials want to meet you in person, versus 52% of baby boomers (Zillow 2017)  Give consumers 
all of the information they need online and also offer other communication options to them  Feature 
real homeowners as potential neighborhood connections  

According to Susan Yashinsky (Sphere Trending), the desire for authenticity carries through to the 
homes themselves (especially among younger home buyers)  To build authentic homes:

• Keep it in context: Understand the feel of the community and design to that character  However, 
put your own spin on it  Recreations (without improvements) are often less authentic than their 
predecessors  Tom Redwitz (The New Home Company) cautioned against trying to recreate the 
patina of another successful resale neighborhood nearby 

• Go all the way: Carry designs from the outside of the home in  If given a craftsman exterior, 
shoppers want the interior to match  The New Home Company accomplishes this with Mulberry 
at McKinley Village 

Consumers crave authenticity

Jerry Gloss (KGA) taught us that our health is 
determined by our environment, and that consumers 
know this  The societal shift prioritizing wellness 
has changed what consumers will accept in their 
environment  

Physically, many consumers want to stay active, 
and they want an environment that promotes their 
healthy lifestyle  From the air they breathe to the 
food they eat, today’s consumer increasingly cares 
about what goes inside their body  Do consumers 
believe new homes are healthier than resale homes? 
Thrive Homes in Denver has received multiple 
government clean air awards and markets that well  
Conversely, Chinese drywall and TJI Flak Jacket® 
issues have received more press  We can do more 
to design and promote healthier homes  

Physical wellness also includes feeling safe  New home shoppers across all ages and life stages 
rank safety as the most important community feature  How often does home design consider the 
safety of a particular community? Should more safety features come standard with the home? Are 
home shoppers thinking that new homes will be safer homes?

Mentally, consumers prioritize their 
emotional needs more than ever  
Considerations for mental wellness 
have become just as important as those 
for physical wellness  Many want their 
home to be a sanctuary, located where 
they can stay connected to their social 
network  Many also seek to avoid the 
everyday drudgery of commutes and 
chores by living closer to their work 
and favorite activities and by buying 
products that make them more efficient. 
Can we design and pomote new homes 
that enhance happiness?

New homes can have better air quality 
and temperature control than resale 
homes  They can also provide better 
and safer exercise opportunities and 
can facilitate improved neighbor 
interaction  What could be better than 
health and wellness?  

Health and wellness are the new luxury goods

Mulberry at McKinley Village

Jerry Gloss
KGA Studio 
Architects

“80–90% of health outcomes 
are determined by external 

and environmental factors.”

THE FUTURE OF RESIDENTIAL 
ARCHITECTURE
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Buyers are busier than ever 

Busy is aspirational  
People want to seem 
in demand and to 
post online that they 
are doing something 
great  Make visiting 
your community (online 
and in person) a great 
experience they can 
share 

Busy is stressful  People 
don’t have the time 
they used to have  They 
want the home buying 
process to be easy and 
low stress  Simplify 
everything! Consumers 
expect the home buying 
decision and process to 
be easy  Virtual reality 
tours are easier and 
more fun than studying 
floor plans or driving to 
your neighborhood  

Busy is addictive  86% 
of Americans frequently 
check emails, texts, 
and social media (APA 
2017)  Social media and 
texts provide dopamine 
hits  Creating dopamine 
can be an effective sales 
tool  Feed their dopamine levels with consistent 
communication (when helpful and desired) 

Consumers expect to be amazed by new homes  
They expect zero defects, the highest quality air 
and comfort, and immediate accurate responses 
to their questions  Designers must meet 
consumers’ very high expectations  After all, this 
is often the biggest purchase of their lives  Design 
great neighborhoods, homes, and processes 

Busy is the new status symbol 
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The best architects, land planners, and building products companies devote their lives to improving 
new homes, yet rarely speak to each other. All groups had identified most of the shifts in consumer 
preferences but were working independently to address the change in demand  This changed at the 
Design Summit, setting the stage for a new era of collaboration  

Design for Changing 
Consumer Preferences

Speakers from Kohler and Whirlpool 
shared tips on how they design 
products for the user  

To achieve great user experiences, 
Kohler combines smart connected 
function (through Kohler Konnect) with 
delightful form and finish.

Design for better functionality

Cynthia Bachmann
Kohler

INSIGHTS FROM BUILDING 
PRODUCTS LEADERS

https://www.us.kohler.com/us/smarthome/content/smarthome.htm
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Whirlpool creates great user experiences by designing “products that people desire ” They believe 
that the following statements ring true regardless of region, age, income, or personal taste  Products 
should:

1  Delight: Brighten the quality of everyday life 

2  Be integrated: Seamlessly blend into life and reflect the warmth and beauty of the home 

3  Have humanizing tech: Adapt to the way that people communicate and live 

4  Build relationships: Build continuous and meaningful relationships through the power of 
brands 
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Skye

Alara at Altair

Agave

The District at the Edge

Vu at McDonald Highlands

Make designs simpler

Reduction is in  Modern interiors, open floor plans, and limited palettes and materials have all grown 
in popularity as today’s consumer seeks to simplify  As your customer’s life continues to grow more 
chaotic, help create balance by reducing their home’s ornamentation 

The rise of the modern farmhouse style has coincided with the trend toward reduction  Modern 
farmhouse exemplifies simplicity by bringing clean lines and an overall minimalist aesthetic to the 
cozy farmhouse style  But be cautious; both Mike Woodley (Woodley Architectural Group) and Jerry 
Gloss (KGA) voiced the concern that the modern farmhouse is overdone 

Connect home interiors to nature

• Entangle nature with manmade 
features. Renee Labbe (Broadside 
Studios) exemplified entanglement with 
landscaping weaved through pavers and a 
“natural-edge” pool 

• Leave room for grow spaces. Lokal by 
IKEA—an indoor hydroponic food growing 
system–provides a splash of nature within 
the home  Allowing consumers to take 
control of the food they eat is an added 
bonus!

• Include a retractable sliding door. 80% of 
new home shoppers expecting to buy a 
home for $1 million+ would pay an extra 
$12,000 to $15,000 for a retractable sliding 
door  Check out some of the innovative 
products by one of our speakers, Scott 
Gates from Western Window Systems 

• Make strategic use of wood and glass.                                                                                                 
Wood features bring warmth to the room  According to Houzz, wood is trending in all rooms of 
the home  Place glass windows where they will provide light, views of nature, and privacy  

• Outdoor rooms and fireplaces. Outdoor rooms and fireplaces make the backyard more livable 
and are great for entertainment 

• Create outdoor-experience amenities. A whopping 65% of 1990s-born Connectors want a 
farmer’s market  However, carefully consider where you put a community garden  Rick Dengler 
(Brookfield Residential) pointed out that community gardens often look horrible. Consider having 
the HOA maintain the community garden to prevent it from becoming an eyesore 

Consumers want indoor-outdoor connection  
Here are some ways to bring the outside in:

Scott Gates
Western Window Systems

“This indoor-outdoor living 
thing is a big deal.”

INSIGHTS FROM BUILDING 
PRODUCTS LEADERS

http://lokal.space10.io/
https://westernwindowsystems.com/
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Build healthier homes
Health is trending. Builders have identified ways to make their homes and communities healthier 
places to live  Homes need to be safer, cleaner, and more environmentally friendly  

• Safer: Safety technology will become a bigger part of our homes and our lives  Consider 
integrating products like LifeDoor, an automatic door closer that springs into action when it hears 
a smoke alarm blaring 

• Cleaner: The ad to the right from Thrive 
Homes perhaps highlights this point 
best  Thrive makes sure their homes 
are clean by validating their air quality 
through the EPA’s Indoor AirPlus 
program  Get inspired by the TAC air 
purifier, a customizable air purifier 
prototype with unique filters, each 
dedicated to a specific type of allergen 
or pollutant 

• Environmentally friendly: The 
environment’s health is critical to our 
own, and many consumers will pay 
to protect it  84% of young, single 
home shoppers would pay a premium 
for energy-efficient features. Thrive 
Homes goes a step above, building 
NetZero homes that are completely 
self-sufficient. As technology improves and the additional costs of energy efficiency decline, 
zero-energy (or at least very low energy) homes will become the norm 

Gene Myers
Thrive Home Builders

“We’re big believers in 
actually building to a 

standard, as opposed to 
making up a marketing 
term and then defining 

it for yourself.”

THE FUTURE OF 
HOME BUILDING

Vita

http://www.lifedoor.io/
https://www.epa.gov/indoorairplus
https://www.yankodesign.com/2017/04/21/build-your-fresh-air/
https://www.yankodesign.com/2017/04/21/build-your-fresh-air/
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Design for privacy in a high-density environment

New density solutions will emerge everywhere due to both demand and supply:

• Demand: The experience economy motivates people to live closer to 
experiences, which tend to be in higher-density neighborhoods  There is 
also a rising number of empty nesters and retirees who don’t want a big 
home or yard  

• Supply: Online shopping will continue to destroy well-located retail centers, 
unlocking them for reuse  On-demand driving will also unlock parking lots  
While cities want the retail taxes, they are also embracing surban™ living, 
which is higher-density housing near retail 

This type of higher-density living in the suburbs is more popular with non-
family groups than family groups, but don’t forget the families—especially 
single parents  Their often-packed schedules encourage them to try to 
minimize their commute times  

Why is surban™ so popular? One main reason: walkability. Grace Kim showed 
us that a high Walk Score equates to much higher rents and is important 
to people of all ages  Masterplans have taken note, shifting dramatically 
toward walkability in the community (including paseos with ease of access to 
amenities as well as the town center) within the last 7 years 

Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting Consumer and Product Insights 2018 Source: John Burns Real Estate Consulting Consumer and Product Insights 2018
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“For me, time is money. I need 
to have everything convenient, 

right where I want it.”

NEW HOME SHOPPER AND 
DESIGN TRENDS

Danielle Leach
John Burns 

 Real Estate Consulting
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Privacy needs greater consideration 
in design  Unfortunately, density and 
affordability challenges have made privacy 
harder to achieve  As builders deliver more 
homes per acre, window placement and 
home plotting will become more important 
than ever  

Solutions include:

• Indoor-outdoor rooms with outdoor 
covers that don’t allow the neighbors to 
see in

• More windows placed above eye level to 
let in light while allowing for privacy

• Rooftop decks (yards in the sky) 
designed to minimize the view to 
another rooftop

Privacy within the home is also important  
Led by Airbnb, the sharing economy has 
made it more acceptable to live with non-
family members  In response, consumers 
are renting rooms to help make the 
mortgage payment (which will likely become 
an even bigger trend now that Fannie Mae 
has started allowing tenant income to count 
toward mortgage qualification). As more 
non-family groups begin to share homes, 
the need for in-home segregation will rise  

Persimmon at the Cannery

Bill Watt
Baywood Development Group

“The buyers are saying that not 
only are they looking for that 

indoor-outdoor relationship, but 
they are also looking for privacy in 

their outdoor spaces.”

INFILL LESSONS 
FROM THE EXPERTS

Casavia

https://www.fanniemae.com/content/guide/selling/b5/6/03.html#Boarder.20Income
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Include more fun spaces

Consumers want more spaces 
dedicated to fun and togetherness  
Our Consumer and Product Insights 
survey found that 59% of young-
family shoppers buying a two-story, 
detached home would like that second 
story to include a family gathering or 
entertainment area  Custom builders 
are also making room for recreation  
Houzz found that 1 in 3 Houzz users 
incorporate recreational areas (like 
this room dedicated to ping-pong) into 
their custom-built homes  

Kristine Smale
John Burns 

 Real Estate Consulting

“I want that large lot for room 
for my kids to play.”

NEW HOME SHOPPER 
AND DESIGN TRENDS
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Prioritize tech over spec

Consumers also expect everything new to include the latest, well-designed technology  Building 
product companies (including several in attendance) are teaming up with great tech companies to   
create tech-integrated products  Kohler has just won an award at the Computer Electronics Show for 
a mirror that works with Alexa. Lennar recently announced the world’s first Wi-Fi Certified™ Smart 
Home, featuring integrated home automation and voice control with Alexa  

Science is cool  Consider the popularity of the Big Bang Theory or Mona Chalabi, the British data 
scientist with a huge Instagram following  Sharing the science of a new home, which Meritage 
Homes has done with their energy-efficient model displays, may become a popular thing to do. It 
can easily be done with video 

Keep car spaces flexible

The transformation of transportation is one of the 
most significant coming shifts. What will we do 
with the garage and driveway space that used to be 
allocated to the car? How will we take advantage 
of the land spaces once used for parking? For now, 
regulations still require us to find a place for the 
cars  But, for longevity, create adaptable spaces 
that can eventually be converted to living space  

Don Ruthroff from DAHLIN provided one potential 
solution for remote parking: CityLift. CityLift is an 
automated parking system that can retrieve your 
car in three minutes  It has a smaller footprint than 
a traditional garage, yet costs the same and can 
easily be converted to open space as cars decrease 
in popularity 

Great design can reduce costs

Multiple industry changes have conspired to make homes more expensive to construct  Declines in 
skilled, low-cost labor combined with rising materials costs and increasing government regulation 
have made starter homes virtually impossible to build profitably in significant quantities. Most 
builders “value engineered” the construction process during the Great Recession, so little can be 
gained there  

While mostly “out-of-industry disruptors” have focused on completely new designs and processes 
(more on that later), traditional home designers have become more focused on home building 
efficiency as well as on the ROI (return on investment) on all costs in the house.

Land development and home building have become very competitive, forcing builders to price land 
and homes aggressively  Economic-cycle risk also forces builders and developers to navigate 
cautiously  Designers can achieve success with builders by keeping costs low and winning 
customers’ hearts with great design  To accomplish this, designers need more research on the 
premiums customers will pay for additional features and more information on costs 

Great design can be affordable  Architects need to focus on the 7 “S”s of costs shared by Jerry Gloss 
(KGA):

1  Square foot

2  Specification level

3  Structural design

4  Systems that run the house

5  Stackability (synergy between floors)

6  Style

7  Site Parameters

Keep in mind, “small” will decreasingly be synonymous with “affordable.” Luxury in smaller square 
footages, including luxury movedown, will also grow in popularity as affluent households retire 

In the home, consumers—especially millennials—tend to spend their money more on the latest and 
greatest technologies than the highest-quality materials  The majority of Consumer and Product 
Insights survey respondents want to include a smartphone-controlled thermostat, a smartphone-
controlled garage door, keyless entry systems, and a programmable lighting control system in their 
next home  At the very least, ensure that electrical outlets and USB plugs are conveniently placed 
near all places where people will sit 

Don Ruthroff
Dahlin Group

“I think the car is going 
away....In the meantime, 
I think its prominence is 

going to start to decline.”

THE FUTURE OF 
RESIDENTIAL 

ARCHITECTURE

What types of spaces are trending? Consider including:

• Next-level media rooms: Television has become an 
undeniably large part of our lives  Netflix and other 
streaming services have created the “Saturday Night 
In” trend  Ensure that theater space can accommodate 
streaming and gaming needs; cable alone is not enough  

• Pajama lounges: The pajama lounge has become a 
buzzword for an area, often at the top of the stairs, to 
just comfortably relax and hang out in 

• Analog space: Susan Yashinsky (Sphere Trending) 
believes that tech-free activity is making a comeback  
Consumers will increasingly demand spaces like game 
rooms or climbing walls off the side of the home for 
respite from their tech-heavy lives  

https://www.us.kohler.com/us/Verdera-Voice-Lighted-Mirror-with-Amazon-Alexa/content/CNT131300006.htm
https://www.amazon.com/Lennar-Homeowner-Activation-Appointment/dp/B075311V17
https://www.amazon.com/Lennar-Homeowner-Activation-Appointment/dp/B075311V17
http://monachalabi.com/
https://www.meritagehomes.com/why-meritage/energy-efficiency
https://www.meritagehomes.com/why-meritage/energy-efficiency
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Kitchens are still the 
showpiece

Today’s kitchens are social 
spaces  Whether they are used 
for cooking or eating takeout, 
kitchens are a central section 
of the great room where 
everyone spends a lot of time  
This requires:

• Storage, to put things out 
of sight

• Multiple cooking and 
eating areas, giving rise to 
more dual islands 

Liza Hausman from Houzz 
presented the trends they see 
online from their 40 million+ 
unique US users every month  
To the left are 6 trending 
kitchen styles 

BALANCED BLISS
Mixing Textures

DIVIDE & CONQUER 
Creative Use of Dividers

BLURRED LINES
Creative Kitchen Separation

NATURAL SELECTION 
Use of Natural Materials

BIGGER & BRIGHTER 
Use of Lighting

Liza Hausman
Houzz

“People do want a 
way to make their 
homes their own. 
They want to put 

their own touch and 
make it personal for 

their families.”

DESIGN INSIGHT 
FROM THE 

REMODELING 
INDUSTRY

CLASSY WITH CHARISMA 
Navy + Brass Accents
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New Community 
Design Strategies

Segment differently for strategy than for sales

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs articulates three categories of needs for all people: basic needs, 
psychological needs, and self-fulfillment needs. Over time, these needs have not changed. However, 
the way consumers expect to satisfy these needs has changed  Consider the example of retirement: 
in the past, active-adult home buyers felt 
that accomplishment was the financial 
stability to retire and move far away to a 
beautiful, sunny retirement community  
Today, many active-adult home buyers 
feel that accomplishment is remaining in the 
workforce (even part-time or as a volunteer) 
and staying in a home close to their 
grandchildren  

All builders provide the two basic needs: 
physiological and safety  Customer 
segmentation comes into play 
in how builders and developers 
target the psychological needs 
(belongingness/love and 
esteem) as well as the self-
fulfillment needs (achieving 
one’s potential)  We create 
better communities 
when we reconcile the 
segmentation process 
with the way that 
consumers satisfy 
their needs today  

M ASLOW’S HIERARCHY OF NEEDS
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Astute builders, developers, and designers know that there are two distinct ways to segment 
a community: one for strategy and the other for sales  When we segment for strategy, we use 
traditional market segmentation metrics like life stage, price point, lot size, etc  When we segment 
for sales, we design for someone’s aspirations and budget  Practice both methods to cover 
Maslow’s Hierarchy and sell more homes 

Generation and life stage tell us a lot about a customer’s needs, but not about their desires, 
aspirations, and affordability. Lisa Hall (Stapleton) shared how they segment for strategy in six ways:

Lot location

Lot size (also helps set home price)

Lot configuration (alley load, side load, front load, green court, etc.)

Home type (attached or detached)

Home architecture

Consumer life stage 

1

2

3

4

5

6

Developers use these six segments to create a wide variety of homes that maximize sales while 
keeping builder competition as low as possible. Consult our Housing Demand Model by Life Stage 
and Price Range to segment for strategy 

Lisa Hall
Forest City Stapleton

“When I look at segmentation, what 
it’s really all about is protecting 

each builder that we have, to have 
their own little niche.”

MASTERPLAN LESSONS 
FROM THE EXPERTS

Stapleton
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Design connected communities

Loneliness can be caused by the 
environments we build  How many 
communities have we created with gates and 
garages that shut automatically so neighbors 
never meet neighbors?

Grace Kim, an architect from Schemata, 
presented cohousing as a solution to 
loneliness  Cohousing tends to occur in 
expensive urban areas where the smaller units 
help with affordability, and shared common 
areas create unity  Think of student housing 
for non-students  Residents may even 
rotate responsibilities, like cooking  While 
cohousing is not for everyone, many of its 
attributes can be easily adapted to improve 
our communities 

Here are three cohousing principles we can 
use to better connect our communities:

1  Break it down. Break down big 
neighborhoods into smaller clusters of 
8-12 homes (the ideal number for a dinner 
party) centered around green space  Then 
connect the green space of each cluster to 
a regional green space  

2  Create a central space. Build a common 
area with regular programming as a nexus 
for social activity  It should be easily 
visible, both for safety and so people can 
see when activities are happening  

3  Keep it private. Encourage open windows 
by ensuring that big windows do not face 
neighboring windows  Raise porches and 
use landscape buffers to create layers 
of personal space away from pedestrian 
space  Tuck smaller gathering nodes off to 
the sides for more intimate gatherings 

Psychographics tell us how to design and 
build homes that appeal to shoppers at a level 
above their basic needs  Understand consumer 
psychographics to segment for sales  Consider 
two shoppers, identical on paper, who desire to 
buy a home in your community  However, one 
wants a modern, technology-enhanced house, and 
the other wants a home built for entertaining  By 
offering both, you could capture two sales instead 
of just one  The New Home Company successfully 
sold two neighboring communities at once by 
building large, luxurious mansions for one, and 
more “humbled-luxury” homes (for those who did 
not want the flashy mansion lifestyle) for the other  

Conducting qualitative research will help you 
broaden your appeal and reach Toll’s “3 A’s”:

1  Aspirational:  Design to fulfill their dreams.

2  Affordable: How much are they willing to 
spend? This is not necessarily a simple 
calculation based on what they can afford  
Many young couples choose not to maximize 
their mortgage in anticipation of lower incomes 
after their first child is born.

3  Adaptable: People live differently  Can they 
easily adapt the home to their lifestyle and 
life stage? What will they use each room for? 
Adaptability sells 

Do not ignore the minority  Howard Englander 
(Shea Homes) has achieved great success by 
remaining committed to the following principle: “If 
70% of the people—could be in a focus group—hate 
something   and 30% of the people like the idea, 
and nobody else has it, I’m not a mathematician, 
but I think you are going to sell a lot of houses ”

Howard Englander
The Englander Company

CREATIVE VISIONING

Grace H. Kim
Schemata Workshop

“[Loneliness] can 
be caused by our 

built environments, 
the very homes 

that we are 
designing, building, 

and selling.”

COHOUSING—ANOTHER ANSWER 
TO THE AMERICAN DREAM
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Design experiential amenities

With demand for a great lifestyle increasing, think about programming for all 12 months of the year  
Consumers increasingly want experiential amenities, which fortunately are inexpensive to complete  
Let your spaces grow naturally; activities do not need to be forced. Make it easy for the residents 
to organize the programming themselves  Amenities can also be utilitarian gathering spaces like a 
shared space to collect packages or a shed with shared tools  

Many masterplans have shifted to soft programming  While some suggested a lifestyle director, 
it appears that a “behind the scenes” director can be just as good (maybe even preferable, as our 
Consumer and Product Insights survey showed that most shoppers do not want an activities 
coordinator but do want activities)  

The Crystal Lagoon
BALMORAL

Races & 5ks
BRAMBLETON

Neighborhood Camp-outs 
BRAMBLETON

Trails, Parks, & Nature Preserves
LAKEWOOD RANCH

Consider some of the following great ideas we heard from speakers at the Design Summit:

Kim Adams
Brambleton Group

“A pool is not good enough 
anymore. It is truly all about 
the experience. We have to 
create these experiences 

for people.”

MASTERPLAN TRENDS

Jennifer Keller
Land Tejas

“We are sensing a deep 
need to rethink our 

communities in terms of 
amenities and lifestyle. We 

are really embracing the 
Crystal Lagoon concept.”

MASTERPLAN TRENDS

Ken Perlman
John Burns Real Estate Consulting

“As we look at the evolution of 
masterplanned communities 

and amenities, we are 
seeing the evolution into the 

experience of living.”

MASTERPLAN TRENDS
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Design rental homes

Building new homes to rent is on the rise  Builders and developers, taking advantage of the growing 
share of consumers who need—or prefer—to rent, are building single-family rental homes within 
their communities  These homes can look and feel the same as their for-sale neighbors but do not 
require a down payment and offer a more flexible lifestyle   

Build-to-rent homes range from small (less than 900 square feet) townhomes with carports to large, 
detached homes. Builders prefer a multifamily-zoned pad so they can finance construction and the 
permanent loan like an apartment 
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Selling Great Designs
Resales are better at selling design

Resale listings dominate the tools used by most home buyers  Because resales have adapted more 
quickly to how home shopping has shifted, resales have more market share  

Even though new homes can be found on Zillow, Realtor.com, Trulia, Redfin, and other popular sites, 
resale listings on these sites typically offer more information, including the exact asking price  
Resale listings also often have video tours and views of the neighborhood thanks to drone photos 
and/or Google Earth  Can prospective buyers get all of this for the homes a builder is selling and 
get it as quickly and easily? Generally, no  Websites that cater to the minority of buyers only looking 
for new homes are getting better, but they make it far more difficult for new home shoppers to tour 
actual homes with asking prices and information on potential move-in dates  By making new home 
designs harder to find, we believe that home builders are losing home sales. 

Minimize the number of steps from home search to 
home purchase

With rare exception, customers have always prioritized in this order:

CITY NEIGHBORHOOD HOME BUILDER/BRAND> > >
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We must change our marketing thinking to match consumer thinking:

1  City: Where are they finding the city to buy in? Start there. Hint: It is not on your website. It is 
probably by referral, through a search engine, or even where they currently live  53% of buyers 
purchase in the same city, and 17% even stay in the same neighborhood (Zillow) 

2  Neighborhood: How are they picking a neighborhood? Which neighborhoods have the best local 
buzz? The best schools? How do they know? Advertise 
where they are learning about the neighborhood 

3  Home: Consumers often determine if they love a 
home online and then visit the home to confirm. 
(They increasingly don’t even need to visit; virtually 
everything they can see in person can now be seen 
online ) Shoppers use real estate websites the most, 
with 1990s-born buyers about 10% more likely to use 
online tools than the 1950s-born buyers, and three 
times more likely to be using social media (including 
following real estate agents on Instagram) 

4  Brand: Except for some lifestyle communities or 
builders whose brands are so good that they are 
listed by name in resale listings, brand matters very 
little in the home purchase  Try asking shoppers at 
the beginning of their home search what brand of 
home they want to buy  Most will have no idea  That 
said, brand reputation can break the tie between two 
otherwise-similar homes  Make sure that potential 
buyers are not reading negative reviews about your 
brand  This can be a huge competitive disadvantage 
to big builders, whose customer complaints are far 
more likely to be found online due to their sheer 
number of customers  Search for “[your company 
name] reviews” and see what pops up 

Mary Kay O’Brien from Zillow shared what they have    
learned about online consumer behavior  Zillow surveys 
buyers to understand how new home buyers differ from 
resale buyers and how buyers of different generations 
differ from each other. Zillow focuses first on empowering 
the consumer and then generates revenue by providing 
access to the empowered consumer  

Are you empowering home shoppers with the easily 
accessible information they need to decide to buy a home from you? Can they immediately 
understand what makes your new home designs more appealing? Can they get directly to the home 
they can buy from you without going through your company website? Can they make an offer to buy 
your home online? Think out of the box  Give them everything they need to buy a home from you 
online, subject to the additional paperwork and time regulations required by law 

Mary Kaye O’Brien
Zillow

“Everybody wants a safe 
neighborhood. However, 

for our millennials, they are 
really focused on those kind 

of logistical aspects.”

NEW HOME SHOPPER 
ONLINE BEHAVIOR

Mikaela Sharp
John Burns 

 Real Estate Consulting

“I have a friend who is 
ready to buy a home, and 

she follows real estate 
agents on Instagram.”

NEW HOME SHOPPER 
AND DESIGN TRENDS
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Virtual reality has arrived
Virtual reality technology for consumers is 
improving rapidly. Low-cost, high-quality reality 
tours via smartphone will likely become a reality 
in the very near term  Effective use of virtual 
reality technology will be a requirement to remain 
competitive  Several speakers noted that they 
were already using virtual reality effectively  
JZMK uses virtual reality to show city planners 
what the development will look and feel like, 
which helps with obtaining approvals  Pulte has 
been testing consumer feedback on new virtual 
home models they have developed  The feedback 
is so similar to that from consumers who walk 
the physical models that they may soon move to 
only using virtual reality 

Communicate frequently, quickly, and on the buyers’ terms

Smartphones now inform people about everything, including their community and home  
Smartphones are also the preferred method of communication throughout the entire sales process  
Here’s how to communicate with today’s consumer: 

• Don’t be outdone by resale. Anything you can find online for a resale home should also be 
available for a new home  A real asking price  A real address  Photos  Videos  School and crime 
stats  Put documents online to close homes faster and improve communication flow 

• Focus on real estate portals. Your information cannot just be on your website  You will miss out 
on sales if you do not appear where shoppers are filtering. Most consumers want to compare 
builder communities, resale homes, and other new homes all at once  They can do that on real 
estate portals, but not on a company website  Most do not use your website until they have 
narrowed down the options to include you  

• Keep them informed. Video tours, tools that place homes on lots or furniture in homes, and even 
virtual-reality tours help enable online transactions  They will soon become expected  Use QR 
codes in model homes to inform prospects of features  After the sale, give buyers a live feed of 
their homes’ construction  

• Create user-friendly apps. Zillow’s survey showed that 70% of new-construction buyers who 
searched online used an app on their smartphone  31% accessed your builder website through 
an app. MPC wayfinding apps like Layar help people tour the homes of most interest to them. 
Create a community app too  If you worry that this will help customers organize complaints and 
file warranty issues, improve your quality and customer service. 

• Upgrade your website for mobile. 52% of online searchers checked out your builder website on 
their smartphone  Mobile optimization is key; your website should be just as user-friendly as 
an app 

Mark Ash
Pulte Homes

“We tested the same plan 
by building the mockup and 

the plan via virtual prototype, 
and the feedback we got was 

almost identical.”

HOW LEADING BUILDERS 
DESIGN FOR PROFIT

Laura Cole
Schroeder-Manatee Ranch

(Lakewood Ranch)

“Virtual reality, I think, is 
going to be something that 

we are going to use very 
intensely in the future.”

MASTERPLAN TRENDS

Eric Zuziak
JZMK

“Virtual reality helped 
entitlement agencies understand 

the building articulation from 
actual human scale, in a 
dynamic perspective.”

INFILL LESSONS FROM 
THE EXPERTS

414 Main Street
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Drive referrals with fun experiences that are easy to share

Social media is the great disruptor of our time  Use it 

People post about fun experiences  Fun generates referrals  Consumers place more trust in referrals 
from their network than ever before, so referrals generate business  Make the home buying process 
as fun and shareable as possible  Consider:

• Videos: Create a shareable video of the community or even the home under construction  A new 
home purchase is a big “life moment ” Help them share it 

• Celebrations: Take shareable photos at the various stages when gifts and celebrations occur, 
including the walk-through  Create photo ops; they are free advertisements 

Remodeling websites can drive new home sales

Aren’t people considering a remodel the perfect candidates to buy new instead? Advertise on and 
participate in Houzz and other websites that promote remodeling  Be sure to consider some ways to 
attract those consumers to your community  Showcase your best designs on Houzz  Emphasize the 
things that they cannot get in their remodel, like a better lifestyle or cooler amenities 

• Online reps are a must. 
46% of new construction 
buyers expect a response 
in a few hours, and 76% 
expect the response within 
a day  Don’t ignore your 
internet leads  They are 
reportedly three times 
more likely to convert to 
sales than other leads 

• Sell online. Why don’t 
builders have a “buy” 
button online (call it a non-
binding offer)? With 45% 
of millennial home buyers 
(compared to only 6% of 
boomers) offering on a 
never-before-toured home, 
we can clearly see that the 
new home industry has 
not kept pace  One might 
blame disclosure laws that 
prevent this, but how are 
45% of millennials offering 
on homes online?

• Buy online too? 
Companies like Offerpad 
and OpenDoor prove that 
sellers will sell homes 
online as well. Lennar has 
partnered with OpenDoor 
to take care of contingency 
sales  Zillow recently 
announced plans to buy 
and flip homes in Phoenix 
and Las Vegas. Triplemint, 
the 325th-fastest-growing 
company in the Inc  500, 
hooks up home buyers 
and sellers without ever 
even listing the home, 
bypassing the agents 
altogether  The wise 
builder might consider 
offering to remove 
contingencies if a buyer 
sells their home online 
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Roundtables
Housing Design Summit attendees 
participated in two roundtable discussions on 
selling great designs  One discussion focused 
on shifting consumer trends, and the other 
roundtable focused on using smartphones to 
build and sell great designs  One person from 
each table shared a few conclusions, which 
are summarized on the following pages  
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Keep a Close Eye on 
Disruptive Companies 
The housing industry cannot revolutionize itself  The capital backing the industry is not disruptive 
capital (like the capital backing Uber, Amazon, Tesla, AirBNB, or some of the companies listed 
below)  Publicly traded companies are expected to deliver solid earnings each quarter, which 
discourages significant research. Privately held companies tend to be backed by short-term-
oriented private equity funds or conservative, affluent families  These factors breed a less 
innovation-friendly environment  Therefore, housing cannot change quickly  

Companies outside the industry are addressing the industry’s high construction cost problems 
• Amazon runs a package delivery service, offers Amazon Key to control access to your home, 

has recently entered the mortgage business, and just partnered with Lennar to deliver a Wi-Fi 
Certified™ Smart Home  Could Amazon design a series of new homes that are well-designed with 
the latest technologies, meet building codes, and are extremely affordable (returning only a small 
profit to Amazon—until you consider the profits from every purchase made in the house after the 
buyer moves in)? Could an amazing Amazon home be one click away? 

• Tesla built a solar-powered model home that they showcased in December 2017 at the Los 
Angeles Auto Show  Could Tesla build a home brand that cities and consumers desire?

• Icon printed a 600-square-foot, fully-permitted concrete home in less than 24 hours at the South 
by Southwest show in Austin in March 2018 

• Katerra has raised more than $1 billion and has $1 3 billion in order backlog to build buildings 
in a factory. They intend to build everything, taking the profit in the process on everything from 
architecture to windows 

• Blueprint Robotics is using robotic technology in a factory in Maryland to build large homes that 
are then delivered to the site for assembly 

• Clayton Homes, who builds and delivers more than 40,000 factory-built homes every year, has 
purchased six production builders in the last few years 

• Sekisui House and Daiwa House together build more than 60,000 factory-built homes in Japan 
every year and have recently purchased large US home builders 

Many industry participants don’t believe these companies will be successful  They cite local 
municipalities that are disincentivized to change  They also cite the many real estate disclosure laws 
created over the years that make the process very bureaucratic  We do not know whether any of 
these companies will be successful  However, we do believe that the industry should not rest on its 
laurels  All products are getting better and cheaper, using technology to eliminate costs  New homes 
need to do the same 

https://www.amazon.com/Lennar-Homeowner-Activation-Appointment/dp/B075311V17
https://www.amazon.com/Lennar-Homeowner-Activation-Appointment/dp/B075311V17
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To be successful, designers and researchers need to work together  Ideo defines a 4-step design 
process that we like to use in combination with our 4-step market research process  

Working Together for Success

IDEO’S 4-STEP DESIGN RESEARCH PROCESS

JBREC’S 4-STEP MARKET RESEARCH PROCESS

DEFINE PLAN ANALYZE COMMUNICATE

https://www.ideou.com/pages/design-thinking
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Collaborate on design research

Speakers at the Design Summit gave great design research tips that we have integrated into the 
4-step design research process:

1  Gather inspiration 24/7: 
• Observe: Architect Bill Hezmalhalch 

recommended touring the market as much 
as possible  We must be aware of what is 
happening to know what works and what       
does not 

• Track: New trend forecasting services 
summarize global trends related to housing and 
bring them to you 24/7  Assign a passionate 
“inspirer” to study and summarize the trends  
This can help you determine why these trends 
occur, which can be critical in telling the story to 
get new designs funded 

• Collaborate: Developers, builders, architects, and 
building products companies rarely sit down and 
work together, certainly not at a national level  
The Design Summit provides that format 

2  Generate ideas: 
• Access idea resources regularly: Spend a few 

minutes per month reading a DesignLens™ newsletter, where you can generate ideas from the 
photos and analysis of 6 new communities, 1 new MPC, and 1 historic neighborhood from 
across the country  

• Talk more: Use your DesignLens™ membership to collaborate and share ideas in a forum 
facilitated by Jenni Lantz, including an enhanced website that will be released in early 2019.

• Include your audience in the design process: How many East Indian, Chinese, millennial, 
retired, local, or otherwise important consumers are part of the design team? Pulte runs 
“ideation workshops” to help learn about their customers 

3  Make ideas tangible: 
• Build a prototype people can tour, even virtually: Pulte shared that they now receive identical 

feedback from physical model tours and virtual reality tours, allowing the “tangible” to be 
“virtual ” This is a real money saver  

• Conduct more design charrettes: All builder and architect speakers agreed that design 
charrettes are the best use of their time and resources, as long as:
• All of the decision makers are in the charrette 
• Plenty of preparation is done and communicated beforehand 
• Construction costs are always part of the consideration 
• An empowered organizer runs the charrette 
• The prototypes and plans that come out of the charrette are thoroughly vetted, challenged, 

and tweaked afterward 
4  Share the story: Great designers also tell great stories  Communicate new design ideas through 

stories that resonate with those you need to support the idea  

Bill Hezmalhalch
William Hezmalhalch 

Architects

“You need to have an 
awareness of what’s 

going on in your 
marketplace....It’s very 

very powerful to have that 
kind of global knowledge.”

CREATIVE VISIONING
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Collaborate on market research 

At the Design Summit, architect Carl Lagoni noted 
that the design process is very evolutionary, with 
lots of compromises along the way  Wouldn’t 
it be great if we reduced the number of those 
compromises with more research? We have 
defined a 4-step market research process. Here 
is the process we used for our Consumer and 
Product Insights survey:

1  Define the question: We worked with builders 
and developers to identify the questions 
they needed answered and designed many 
of the questions to inform architects and 
land planners of today’s new home shopper 
preferences 

2  Build a plan: We coordinated with 29 
companies to launch our survey to their 
interest lists and prepared a tool to quickly 
cross-tab all 140 questions by life stage, 
price range, MSA, and more for over 23,000 
respondents 

3  Analyze the facts: We summarized responses 
from 23,000 new home shoppers in a large 
national report  We are currently tabulating 
location, price, and life stage-specific results 
for many of our clients  80 questions received 
more than 10,000 answers thanks to our 
modular survey construction approach 

4  Communicate recommendations with 
confidence: We roll up our findings into 
informative reports, delivered with local color 
from our market experts  The national trends 
are interesting  However, our most useful 
recommendations come from additional 
analysis  Contact Kristin Matthews at 
consumer@realestateconsulting com to see 
the results and tabulations and to inform your 
team and consultants 

“The design process is very evolutionary, 
and if you go back and look at the 

program you were given...and compare 
it to what finally gets approved, you can 
see all of the compromises that go into 

making or designing good homes.”

CREATIVE VISIONING

Carl Lagoni
Bassenian Lagoni Architects

When the design researchers and the market 
researchers come to the same conclusion, the 
odds of success are high  

mailto:consumer%40realestateconsulting.com?subject=
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Use corporate research to assist with local decisions

profitable land deals. Conversely, suboptimal design 
assumptions can result in a missed opportunity  Of 
course, poor design assumptions and poor execution 
can turn a good land deal into a bad one 

The best builders and developers (in our opinion) have 
a well-defined consumer segmentation model that has 
been thoroughly researched and planned down to the 
submarket level  We have worked with many of these 
companies to help speed the land acquisition process 
and to help guide the development and eventual sale of 
the homes 

Corporate strategies differ  Here are four of the most 
profitable builders in the industry, whose corporate 
teams have shown very different ways to share great 
decisions throughout the organization: 

• Pulte: Corporate and the divisions split huge investments in product design and research  They 
enlist customers to tour and critique homes, then roll out their findings across the country, 
adapting popular national designs locally  Continuous improvement processes are always in 
place  Bill Pulte famously said, “Fail fast  Fail early ” This online video describes their 12-step 
process  Their TCG segmentation model, led by Steve Burch who now works with us, is legendary 
for aligning corporate and division land acquisition and home building execution decisions 

• Toll: Toll has a huge in-house architectural team known for many award-winning designs, 
high gross margins, and industry-leading upgrade options for home buyers to purchase  Toll 
has recently expanded into luxury high-rises and rentals and is offering a more affordable line 
of homes as well  All of these decisions were well researched, and continuous improvement 
processes are in place 

• Shea: Known for hiring the best production architects in the country, CEO Bert Selva and Howard 
Englander successfully conduct qualitative research and drive design innovation with very little 
investment in overhead  Their collaborative efforts with the architects and local executives 
have resulted in tremendous success  With primary housing in four states and an active adult 
team that operates nationally, the design-oriented executives at corporate are able to give great 
direction on every community  

• LGI: LGI was not in attendance, but we would be remiss to ignore the company that has the 
highest gross margins of all public builders and the most stock price appreciation over the last 
several years. LGI builds a very simple home that they deliver at a lower price than most new 
homes in the region  This strategy has proved very successful over time  Their designs are not 
the newest or most innovative, but they are a huge upgrade in lifestyle for their customers. LGI 
designs their homes at corporate, then trains their local teams and subcontractors to build them 
exactly as trained  They have clearly succeeded at providing affordable homes whose designs 
are cherished by many homeowners. The real innovation is that they have figured out how to 
design new homes that allow people to become homeowners  

Share lessons learned

To our knowledge, the Housing Design Summit was the first time industry developers, builders, 
architects, consultants, and building products designers from all over the country assembled to 
share ideas and learn from each other  The sharing and relationship building were the best parts of 
the event, as participants took home great ideas as well as new connections with whom they can 
collaborate throughout the year  

Two panels titled Lessons Learned set the stage for honest collaboration at the roundtables. Sharing 
lessons learned can help as much as (or even more than) sharing success stories  We have also 
repositioned DesignLens™ to be about year-round service and collaboration hub in addition to being 
a library resource for you to find what you need with great ideas every month. Ideally, DesignLens™ 
members will collaborate year-round to help our industry take market share from resale homes  

Rick Dengler
Brookfield Residential

“I feel we probably left 
$5 million on the table 

because of the architectural 
requirements and guidelines 
we imposed on ourselves to 

be successful.”

INFILL LESSONS FROM 
THE EXPERTS

Tom Redwitz
The New Home Company

“You learn much more 
from where you failed. It’s 
like coming in second in a 
race. It builds fortitude and 
pushes you to do better.”

MASTERPLAN LESSONS 
FROM THE EXPERTS

Rob Adams
Tavistock

(Lake Nona)

“When the 
opportunities come, 

lean into them.”

MASTERPLAN LESSONS 
FROM THE EXPERTS

While the land acquisition price always gets the most attention, big corporations know that small 
decisions add up  In a 50-unit community, every $200 decision per home is a $10K decision  
Land developers know this as well, which is why the best ones do so much research to optimize 
segmentation and give direction to the builders  

We also appreciate the importance of the design assumptions in the land acquisition stage  
The optimal design concept can result in a superior financial pro forma and a successful bid on 

Denise Dersin
Professional Builder

“Risk is an inescapable 
part of every decision, but 
on a corporate scale the 

implications both upside and 
downside can be enormous.”

HOW LEADING BUILDERS 
DESIGN FOR PROFIT

http://pultepride.com/2017/11/the-12-step-process-tcg-10-plans/
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Let’s do this together. The building product designers 
remarked how we all strive to achieve the same goals but do 
not work together  Why isn’t the architect designing the great 
bathroom working with the manufacturer of the bathroom 
fixtures? Why is the appliance designer not collaborating with 
the kitchen designer? Let’s design great homes together.

In summary, new home community designers, developers, 
researchers, and building product industrial designers 
have the opportunity to collaborate more to generate more 
consumer demand  The new home market has only 10% 
market share, despite 52% of all home buyers saying they 
considered a new home (Zillow 2017)  Great new homes 
create more buzz about how great new homes are, which 
creates more new home sales. Let’s induce more new home 
demand together 

The new Housing Design Summit and the DesignLens™ 
membership are designed to help industry leaders work 
together. For more information on DesignLens™, please 
contact Jenni Lantz at designlens@realestateconsulting com 
or (720) 328-1530 

mailto:designlens%40realestateconsulting.com%20?subject=
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Videos and Slide Presentations

DesignLens members are given exclusive access to all Housing Design Summit videos and slides.
If you want access to all of this year’s Housing Design Summit videos, please fill out the form on this 
page and one of our team members will reach out with the exclusive code to access the video page 

Welcome Presentation: Designing Our Future

Link to Video

Link to Slides

John Burns (John Burns Real Estate Consulting)

Design Insight from the Remodeling Industry

Link to Video

Link to Slides

Liza Hausman (Houzz)

Shifting Consumer Trends Roundtable

Link to Video

https://www.realestateconsulting.com/our-clients/client-events/housing-design-summit/video-access-form/
https://www.realestateconsulting.com/our-clients/client-events/housing-design-summit/video-access-form/
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Cohousing—Another Answer to the American Dream

Link to Video

Link to Slides

Grace H. Kim (Schemata Workshop)

Day 2 Wrap Up

Link to Video

Infill Lessons from the Experts

Link to Video

Link to Slides

John Burns (John Burns Real Estate Consulting), Eric Zuziak (JZMK), 
Rick Dengler (Brookfield Residential), Bill Watt (Baywood Development Group)

The Future of Residential Architecture

Link to Video

Link to Slides

Jenni Lantz (John Burns Real Estate Consulting), Nick Lehnert (KTGY Architecture + Planning), 
Don Ruthroff (DAHLIN Group), Jerry Gloss (KGA Studio Architects)

The Future of Home Building

Link to Video

Link to Slides

Nicole Murray (Taylor Morrison), Allison King (Garman Homes), Gene Myers (Thrive Home Builders)

New Home Shopper and Design Trends

Link to Video

Link to Slides

John Burns Real Estate Consulting: 
Steve Burch, John Burns, Danielle Leach, Kristine Smale, Mikaela Sharp

Smartphone Roundtable Discussion

Link to Video

Day 1 Wrap Up

Link to Video

Day 2 Opening Remarks

Link to Video

New Home Shopper Online Behavior

Link to Video

Link to Slides

Mary Kaye O’Brien (Zillow)

Masterplan Trends

Link to Video

Link to Slides

Ken Perlman (John Burns Real Estate Consulting), Kim Adams (Brambleton Group), 
Laura Cole (Schroeder-Manatee Ranch, Lakewood Ranch), Jennifer Keller (Land Tejas)

Creative Visioning

Link to Video

Link to Slides

Howard Englander (The Englander Company), Carl Lagoni (Bassenian Lagoni Architects), 
Bill Hezmalhalch (William Hezmalhalch Architects), Mike Woodley (Woodley Architectural Group)
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Adam Loser, Vice President of Land Acquisition DR Horton, Inc

Adam Artunian, Vice President John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Allison King, President Garman Homes

Amanda Schultheis, Consultant John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Andrew Witkowski, Director of Real Estate Sumitomo Corporation of Americas

Annie Radecki, Senior Manager John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Bert Cineas, Designer Pulte Group

Bert Selva, President & Chief Executive Officer Shea Homes

Bill Watt, President Baywood Development Group

Bill Hezmalhalch, President William Hezmalhalch Architects

Bob Yoder, Division President Shea Homes

Brian Juedes, P E , S E, Architect, Vice President—Product Design Meritage Homes

Carl Lagoni, AIA, Chief Executive Officer Bassenian Lagoni Architects

Caroline DeVos, Vice President John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Caroline Simmel, Senior Vice President of Marketing Edward Andrews Homes

Charlie Bradburn, Branch Manager Lyman Companies

Chetter Latcham, President Shea Homes—Colorado

Chris Porter, Vice President, Chief Demographer John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Christina Acuna, Director of Marketing Hillwood Communities

Colleen Edwards, Marketing Director Cambay Group (River Islands)

Craig Collin, Senior Vice President Tavistock Development (Lake Nona)

Cynthia Bachmann, VP, Engineering & Product Development, Kitchen & Bath Americas Kohler Company

Dan Fulton, Senior Vice President John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Dan Nickless, Land President Lennar

Conference Attendees

Dan Simon, Director of Architectual Services NVR, Inc

Dan Clements, Global Director—Advanced Design Studio Whirlpool Corporation

Daniel Faina, Vice President, Sales and Marketing Williams Homes, Inc.

Danielle Leach, Manager John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Dave Bartlett, Vice President—Land Brookfield Residential

Dave Bradstreet, National Design Manager Pulte Group

David Jarvis, Senior Vice President John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Dean Wehrli, Senior Vice President John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Dee Crescini, Design Studio Director Homes By WestBay LLC

Denise Dersin, Editorial Director Professional Builder

Don Ruthroff, AIA, Principal DAHLIN Architecture Planning

Don Walker, President & CFO John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Don White, Senior Principal William Hezmalhalch Architects

Don Smith, Senior Planner William Hezmalhalch Architects

Elisabeth Sutton, Director Marketing Builder, Projects & Specs Kohler Company

Eric Zuziak, AIA, NCARB, LEED AP, President JZMK Partners

Garrett Hinds, Director of Architecture Trumark Homes

Gene Myers, Chief Executive Officer Thrive Home Builders

Grace Kim, Principal Schemata Workshop, Inc.

Hampton Pitts, Partner, Chief Operating Officer LStar Ventures

Howard Englander, Owner & President The Englander Company

Ira Kramer, National Vice President of Marketing DR Horton, Inc

Jack Chudovan, Senior Architectural Manager NVR, Inc

Jade Ming, Architectural Manager DR Horton, Inc

Jan Cooper, Vice President Strategic Marketing & Planning Mattamy Homes

Janet Benavidez, National Vice President of Sales & Marketing Shea Homes

Jay Moss, Chief Marketing Officer Woodside Homes

Jed Dolson, President, Texas Region Green Brick Partners

Jeff Willis, President/Owner Berkeley Homes

Jenni Lantz, Manager, DesignLens John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Jennifer Keller, President & Chief Operation Officer Land Tejas

Jerry Gloss, AIA, NCARB, MIRM, Senior Partner & Principal KGA Studio Architects, PC

Jessica McConnell, Senior Manager Whirlpool Corporation

Jim Leiferman, President Mattamy Homes
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Jim Jenkins, Vice President, Master-Planned Communities Toll Brothers

John Burns, Chief Executive Officer John Burns Real Estate Consulting

John Allen, General Manager, Avanti Custom Homes Trendmaker Homes (TRI Pointe)

John Gowen Jr, Director Product Design Trendmaker Homes (TRI Pointe)

John Koch, Product Development Manager TRI Pointe Homes

Karen Spargo, Marketing Consultant Karen Spargo Marketing

Karen Ellerman, Vice President of Sales & Marketing Shea Homes

Kathleen Ripley, Manager John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Ken Perlman, Principal John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Kent Aden, Vice President HomeFed (Otay Ranch)

Kim Adams, Director of Marketing Brambleton Group

Kristin Kennedy, Vice President John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Kristin Duffy, Senior Marketing Manager Zillow 

Kristine Smale, Senior Manager John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Kristy Yule, Vice President, Strategic Marketing LStar Ventures

Lance Williams, President & Chief Executive Officer Williams Homes, Inc.

Laura Cole, Vice President Schroeder-Manatee Ranch, Inc.

Lesley Deutch, Principal John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Linda Kilgore, MIRM, Marketing Director AIRIA Development Co

Linda Coburn, Director of Asset Management NexMetro Communities

Lisa Hall, Residential Community Development Director Forest City (Stapleton)

Liza Hausman, Vice President, Industry Marketing Houzz

Mark Ash, National Director of Design Pulte Homes

Mark Bailey, Division President Toll Brothers

Mary Kaye O’Brien, Director of Customer Insights Zillow

Mercedes Meserve, Vice President of Marketing Brookfield Residential

Mikaela Sharp, Research Analyst John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Mike Woodley, President Woodley Architectural Group

Neal Gwin, Architect DR Horton, Inc

Nick Lehnert, Executive Director Design Strategies KTGY Group

Nicole Murray, Vice President, Operations Taylor Morrison

Nina Sandelin, Owner Sandelin Designs

Paul Brady, Principal Godden Sudik Architects

Paul Erhardt, President Mattamy Homes (West Villages)

Pete Reeb, Principal John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Renee Labbe, Creative Foresight Strategist Broadside Studios

Rhett Yeary, Architect Pulte Group

Rick Dengler, President of Colorado Brookfield Residential

Rick Severance, President Kitson & Partners (Babcock Ranch)

Rob Adams, Vice President Tavistock Development (Lake Nona)

Sadie Williams, Director of Design Williams Homes, Inc.

Scott Miller, Vice President Sales & Community Management The Viera Company

Scott Gates, President & Chief Executive Officer Western Window Systems

Sidney Pell, Consumer Insights Manager John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Stephanie Ayres, National Vice President, Consumer Insights Lennar

Steve Basten, Senior Consultant John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Steve Burch, Senior Vice President John Burns Real Estate Consulting

Suhair Riederer, National Senior Designer Pulte Homes

Susan Dellosso, Project Director Cambay Group (River Islands)

Susan Yashinsky, Vice President Innovation Predictor Sphere Trends

Suzanne Maddalon, Vice President, Marketing Freehold Communities

Tammi DuPuis, Vice President Operations McCombs Enterprises

Teri Slavik-Tsuyuki, Founder & Principal tst ink.

Tim Liester, President Lyman Companies

Tim Whitten, Vice President of Architecture Robert Thomas Homes

Tim Gehman, Vice President of Design & Innovation Toll Brothers

Todd Chachere, Chief Operating Officer Perry Homes

Todd Stutz, President Robert Thomas Homes

Tom Hoban, President & CIO Kitson & Partners (Babcock Ranch)

Tom Stephens, Senior Designer Pulte Group

Tom Redwitz, Chief Investment Officer The New Home Company

Tom McCormick, President Touchstone Living Inc

Tom Woliver, Director of Planning & Design Hillwood Communities

Wally Schwartz, Director of Sales, Builder Channel Kohler Company

DesignLens™ members will be given priority registration for all future  
Housing Design Summits  Visit www.realestateconsulting.com to find out how 
you can join today 
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